Joe Wilson Productions, the NANBF, the
Metroplex Event Center, YTFS, and A&B
Beverage Presents
The 2022 Mr./Ms. Natural Arkansas and
NWA Natural Bodybuilding, Figure,
Bikini, & Physique Championships

A&B Distributors is a family owned and operated distribution
company that was originally founded in 1979. It began as a 7employee business, selling Anheuser-Busch Products to 7 counties out
of Okmulgee, Oklahoma. Founding president, Lou Moreau, had a vision “to be the best overall vendor, not just the best beer vendor”.
This motto resonates throughout the entire organization as it’s driving
force for growing relationships, sales, and execution.
The commitment to excellence over the years has allowed
A&B to expand from its corporate headquarters located in Muskogee,
Oklahoma, to locations now in Oklahoma City and Mead, Oklahoma
to Lowell and Little Rock Arkansas. A&B now employs more than
240 team members, services 124 counties and works with over 65 suppliers to bring consistency and assortment to the marketplace. At
A&B we believe in investing into the training and development of our
employees. We want our employees to build a lasting career with us
and be presented with opportunities to grow not only as an individual,
but as a professional and elevate their careers.
Culture and camaraderie are not something we take lightly, but
something we live out every day by enriching and strengthening the
relationships we have within our organization. You are more than just
a number at A&B, you as an individual matter to us and every day we
strive to show appreciation for the hard-working individuals who are
the lifeblood of our company.

June 4th, 2022

Thank you for your help towards the cause to show
and tell others what natural bodybuilding is supposed
to be about!

View their website and opportunities here
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Dear Patrons and attendees,

We would like to thank all of the Northwest Arkansas Natural Championship sponsors. They allow
this show to take place. If you know of any of these
sponsors, please thank them for their contribution
and support. You can click on their names to go directly to their website

Welcome to the North American Natural Bodybuilding Federations’ Mr./Ms. Natural Arkansas and the Northwest Arkansas Natural Championship for bodybuilding, classic, bikini, physique, and figure Athletes!
Thank you for attending and supporting Arkansas’ original natural bodybuilding
competition. This is the 15th year my wife and I have hosted this competition and we are
also very excited to help meet the demand of natural athletes in Arkansas and the surrounding states. Today, you will be entertained by top level amateur and professional
male bodybuilders, bikini, male physique, figure, and the classic contestants through
their awesome physiques and choreographed routines.
We want to personally thank all the friends and family attending tonight who is
supporting one or more of our competitors that has made the choice to stray from steroids or other illegal drugs to compete against their drug free peers. Please join me in
showing our respect to these competitors through applause and cheering loudly at every
performance!!!

Presenting Platinum Sponsors


Metroplex Event Center, Rogers

I am personally proud to be celebrating 23 years of Drug Free Bodybuilding!
My wife Kelly and I are very excited that we have made it to this milestone, introducing
Arkansas to an all natural, drug tested bodybuilding/figure event. I would like to say that
we are very appreciative of all the volunteers, judges, and sponsors that have helped us
present the contest for these years. They are the reason this show runs like a fine tuned
machine.

Your Total Fitness Shop



A&B Distributors



What you will see here are competitors that have been drug tested by 100%
Polygraph and Subjective Urinalysis. The NANBF/NFF (Naturally Fit Federation) and
our Pro Affiliate the IPE (International Pro Elite Association) are now the largest Natural
Bodybuilding organization in North America. Our contest’s stories and results are featured on our national website www.nanbf.net and on our Facebook page.

Gold Sponsors
Santos Chiropractic



Ironmade Nutrition






Our organizations are adamant about providing competitions for
those who choose to compete without
the use of sports enhancement drugs.
In light of many of our main stream
sports these days, that struggle with
drug use, we revel in the fact that we
provide a level playing field. This results in great parity and entertaining
competitions.

The J Street Gym



LP Insurance

Cooper, Wisener, and Fergus Dentistry


Wicked Bean

Again, thank you for attending
and please join us in support of drug
free athletics! So sit back and enjoy
the show!

Haus Competition wear



In Kind/Silver Sponsors




Kelly and “Big” Joe Wilson
NWANC Promoters

Gusano’s Pizzaria





Naturally,

Smoothie King

The picture to the left is at the 2019
IPE Pro Masters World Championships
where Joe won 1st place.

Invictus Powerlifting

Home Run Bat Company
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Schedule of Events


Ryan Irwin (co-head judge)……………………………………………... Ankeny, IA

Introductions, Star Spangled Banner, Prayer




Judges
Keith Hunter, Jr (co-head judge)…………………………………... St. Louis, MO

Men’s BB: Open*, Masters, Mr. AR**

Adam McBride…………………….…………………………………….…. Tulsa, OK

Women’s Figure: Novice, Masters*, Open*, Ms. AR**

Terrance Gordon………………….……..…………….………………. St. Louis, MO



Classic BB: Open*, Masters*, Novice, Mr. AR**

Carolyn Jameson……………………………………………………. Bentonville, AR



Special Performance ; 12 and under competition

John Arnold………………………………….……………………..…….. Liberty, MO

Awards for the Transformation Challenge & Pump Off

Elissa Hunter …………………………….……………………………. St. Louis, MO






Test Judge

Bikini: Open*, Masters 40+, Novice, Ms. AR**

Mikayla Adair………………………………………………………. Bentonville, AR

Men’s Physique: Open*, Teen, Novice, Mr. AR**

Judges Score Card Tally role

Categories with an * requires a minimum of 3 (Masters) or 5 (Open)
competitors for pro-qualifier category to be valid pro-card earner

Laura Oliver ………………………………………………………...….. Houston, TX

Categories with an ** are only for current Arkansas residents.

Prayer by
Larry Watkins (Men Sharpening Men)………………………... Fayetteville, AR

Our Emcee for finals is Ryan Irwin;
IPE Pro and NANBF President.

Star Spangled Banner performer

Ryan Irwin has been in the health
and wellness industry for over 30
years. He is a natural pro bodybuilder, competitive national record
holding powerlifter, published author and a full time fitness and nutrition coach.

Stephanni Morgan……………………………………………...…………. Rogers, AR

Ryan humbly serves working to
grow the sport of natural bodybuilding. When not working with the
board, you can find him wearing
one (or more) hats at a competition
as an emcee, judge, expeditor or
urine collector.

Volunteers

Master of Ceremonies
Ryan Irwin..…………...………………….……………………...………… Ankeny, IA

Daniel Duncan, expeditor…………………………………….……..Bentonville, AR
Laura Duncan, expeditor……………………………….……………Bentonville, AR
Kelly Wilson, ticket sales…………………..………………….……. Bella Vista, AR
Lesli Austin, trophy presenter…..…………………………..……. Fayetteville, AR
Kendra Jones, trophy presenters…………………………………..…St. Louis, MO

Ryan and his wife Mandee live in
Ankeny, Iowa where they promote
natural bodybuilding competitions
and enjoy tending to their chickens.

Photographers/Videographers
Alan J Romero (photography)………………………………………...… Rogers, AR
Grant Johnson (Blue Horizon Productions video)……………... Bentonville, AR

Emily Koontz………………………………………………………… Bentonville, AR
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HAUS Competition Wear is a Arkansas small business, ran by bodybuilding
competitors Laura and Cash Jiles. Catering to both Men and Women competitors. From posing suits for your check ins or to the stage. We have you
covered.

2022 Mr./Ms. Arkansas/Northwest Arkansas Natural Championship Competitors

1. Jesse Reed……………. St. Louis, MO
2. Patterson Taylor……..….. Rogers, AR
3. Rick Kaiser…………… Gassville, AR
4. Martha Lewis…………… Benton, AR
5. Ashley Harris………. Bentonville, AR
6. Lucy Snyder……....N. Little Rock, AR
7. Zane West. ………… Van Buren, AR
8. Darrin Shanholtzer…..Claremore, OK
9. MichaelAngelo Montez…. Mountain
Home, AR
10. Hunter Lowrance..…. Russellville, AR
11. Leigh Hensley….……. Hamburg, AR
12. Mandy Jacobson ….… Pea Ridge, AR
13. Christina Scoggins. …Bentonville, AR

14. Autumn Frazier……... Jonesboro, AR
15. Monica Smith……..… Sherwood, AR
16. Jeffrey Ordonez …. Kansas City, MO
17. T.C. Harrison ………….. McRae, AR
18. Josef Lyons ……….. Bentonville, AR
19. Brayden McCauley ……... Rogers, AR
20. Jonathan Alaniz …..… Texarkana, AR
21. John Brungardt...… Kansas City, MO
22. Marcom Fries…….… Springdale, AR
23. Luis Martinez …...…. Carthage, MO
24. Roxana Giron ….…. Carthage, MO
25. Jaylen Montez…… Farmington, AR
26. Randall Johnson…. Fayetteville, AR

We understand how much it means to have a high quality suit at every budget, because we have been there ourselves! Our suits are made by competitors, FOR competitors
We will be bringing - 20% off discount cards
for all of the competitors
- $125 gift certificates to the womens overalls
- $30 gift certificates to mens overalls
-$200 gift certificates for the women pro winners
-$50 for the mens pro winners

NANBF on Instagram

NWANC on Instagram

NANBF on Facebook

NWANC on Facebook

NANBF on YouTube
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Judging Criteria
Bodybuilding ROUND 1-SYMMETRY: Contestants are judged based on symmetry,
that is the structural harmony of their physique. In this round, the judges are looking for
balance and proportion between different components, e.g., between the upper and lower
body, between arms and legs, between front and back of the extremities, etc. Symmetry is a
measure of the equality of the development and of how well the parts of the physique fit
together into a balanced and coherent whole.
ROUND 2-MUSCULARITY: Contestants are judged on muscularity, which refers to the
size of the muscles, their shape, definition and hardness. The athletes’ muscularity is judged
based on compulsory poses in this round.
ROUND 3-PRESENTATION: The element of presentation covers everything not included in the muscularity and symmetry rounds. Presentation is the effectiveness of the
display of the athlete’s assets, and in this included posture, carriage, projection, and posing
ability along with the smoothness of transitions between them, are all factors in the dimension of presentation. Judges will consider all aspects of these elements and determine a
ranking against themselves on a 1-5 scale based upon the presentation.
Figure is critiqued based on two (2) co-equal rounds: Symmetry and Presentation rounds.
Competitors are required to have a two-piece swimsuit and high heel shoes. Suits may be
enhanced with sequins, sparkles and rhinestones. Additional jewelry may be worn e.g.,
necklace, earrings and bracelet. The style of suit, heels and accessories should compliment
the physique and not distract from. Thons are prohibited. Music will be played during the
presentation round; the promoter will determine the choice of music played.
Round 1: Symmetry/Physique (overall fit appearance). Competitors will be judged in a
group. Mandatory 1/4 turns will be performed in this round. The objective is to showcase
your overall symmetry: A Toned Physique, Proportion, Femininity and Poise. The turns
should not be hard; rather soft feminine turns. The NANBF Figure class will focus on the
physique. A fit physique is encouraged, muscular development is not discouraged but overly
bulky and striated muscles are. An overly soft physique is discouraged
Round 2: Presentation Each competitor is judged individually. Judges will score based
upon three key elements. Appearance (which includes tone, complexion and color), Style
(includes, creativity with choice of suit and heels and grooming), State presence
(gracefulness on stage, walk, confidence), Judges will consider all aspects of these elements
and determine a ranking against themselves on a 1-5 scale based upon the presentation. The
score for both rounds will be tallied together to give the judges and overall rating and a final
placing.
Bikini is critiqued similarly to the figure, but is only judged on Symmetry and Tone. Tone
is judged on the smoothness of lines on the physique, not the muscular definition like figure.
The T-walk is not judged in this category either. Being too lean is not encouraged, it may
mark competitor down.
Male/Female Physique is critiqued for fit contestants who display proper shape and symmetry combined with muscularity and overall condition. This is not a bodybuilding contest
so extreme muscularity may be marked down.
Classic Male Physique In this class the emphasis is symmetry and this will take priority in
judging this class rather than size or extreme condition. The competitor needs to show symmetrical leanness top to bottom with muscle separation without an overly dieted appearance.
The Ideal physique will display an aesthetically proportioned muscular “X” frame silhouette,
highlighted by a small waist.
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This NWA Natural Championships competition is held to showcase incredible natural physiques, but is also the host of the 2nd annual NWA Pump
Off.
This Pump Off is held to raise money for the Body Improvement Club at
Bentonville High School and the non-profit organization Seeking Your Destini, LLC.
The past 7 years, Joe Wilson has been the sponsor of this club to share the
good N.E.W.S. (Nutrition, Exercise, Water, Sleep) with biblical perspective
and has different themes each month. The funds go towards tshirts, activities to do in the community, fitness equipment, and for costs associated with
special guest speakers at our monthly meetings.
All competitors will receive goodies from our club sponsors (RxBar, Orgain,
Clean Cookin, and Rush Bowls) and a chance to win a Home Run Bat Company signed bat by 8x Guiness Book Record Holder J.D. ‘The Iceman’ Anderson.

JD is our Intermission entertainment for the NWANC. Visit his
booth, take a picture with him and if you purchase a bat, we’ll
send you a special picture with JD with ‘America’s Got Talent’
background.
View his beautiful bat customizations at homerunbat.com
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About the promoter
The promoter, Joe Wilson, known to much of NW Arkansas and
the NANBF world as Big Joe Wilson. He is an avid natural bodybuilder
himself by competing with 5 years originally in the NPC and over 5 years
with the NANBF. He has won the Overall Novice division at the NW Arkansas Classic in 1999 (his first NPC show ) and earned the overall open
title in the Mr. NW Arkansas in 2004. He took second in the light heavyweights in the Arkansas Classic in 2001. In the NANBF he placed second
in the Central Midwest Championships in Des Moines, Iowa in 2004.
After a break of 3 1/2 years from 2004, Joe returned to semiprofessional natural bodybuilding competitions by entering NANBF’s 2008
Southern States Classic in Liberty, MO (2nd place out of 10) and then falling only 2 points to the first place winner at the Central Midwest Championships. Both shows being a Pro-Qualifier—meaning that a competitor
will earn their pro-card after winning the overall division n the open category. In September of 2008, Joe finally received his shot for his natural
WNBF pro-card at the Kansas City’s Gold’s Classic and won the overall
title. With this accomplishment it made Joe the first natural professional
bodybuilder in the state of Arkansas.

Gusano’s is the after party location found at 2603 W Pleasant Grove Rd
#112, Rogers, AR . Please come out and visit with our competitors,
sponsors, and promoters. Gusano’s offers exquisite deep dish Chicago
style pizza—perfect for the hungry competitor. They’re expecting you!
Gusano’s number: (479) 636-0400
Gusano’s website for order out or to view their menu:
https://gusanos.pizza/

In August of 2010, Joe won the NPC Mr. Arkansas title in Little
Rock, became the 2019 Mr. International winner in Kansas City and won
the 2019 World Championship title in Memphis
By profession, Joe is a 18th year mathematics teacher at Bentonville
High School. He is married to Kelly who is a 4th grade teacher at Centerton Gamble Elementary in Bentonville, AR. They are the proud parents of
a 16 year old, Madelyn Ann and 13 year old Emily Marie.

A big thanks for my dad, RD Wilson to help us with the sculptured trophies
this year. His masterpieces will always be a part of my show. He is a
World Champion carver! www.unclerd.com if you want to view his work.
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Upcoming NANBF Schedule of Events
Website for all details and show links: www.nanbf.org, shows with * is an IPE Pro Show
June 18, 2022* - NANBF St. Louis Natural Classic IFPA Pro Qualifier and IPE Masters PRO Cup; St. Louis, MO; Keith Hunter, hunterbodies@yahoo.com;
July 2, 2022 - NANBF T-Town Showdown; Broken Arrow, OK, , Adam & Viktoreia
McBride; gramzfitness@gmail.com ;
July 23, 2022 - Loveland Naturals; Loveland, CO, info@nanbf.net

We've worked extremely hard to build a reputation based on trust
and honesty. That shows in the type of care we provide and how we treat
our patients. We want our patients to feel like they're part of our family.
Because we’ve been Rogers, AR local dentists’ for over 20 years, your
dental experience at Wisener, Cooper and Fergus, DSS in Rogers,
AR will feel like home.

Aug 20, 2022* - NANBF Midwest Musclefest; Cedar Falls, IA, Ryan Irwin, naturaliowamuscle@gmail.com;
Aug 27, 2022* - NANBF Windy City and IPE Windy City Pro; Chicago, IL, Brian
McCabe, bphysique1@gmail.com

We believe in treating everyone like family. Our patients trust us
to use treatments that minimize pain and anxiety. We’re here because
our patients trust us to give them the best possible dental experience!

Sep 3, 2022* - NANBF Cowboy Classic & IPE Wild West Pro— Midwest City, OK,
James and Umo Callins , nanbfoklahoma@gmail.com;

View their site to check out their services.

Sep 10, 2022* - NANBF KC Kingdom Naturals & IPE International - Shawnee, KS;
Matt and Krista Floyd; kckingdomnaturals@gmail.com

NANBF Serious About Drug Testing
Sept 24, 2022 - St. Louis Gateway Naturals Pro Qualifier— St. Louis, MO, John &
Becky Arnold, natrlbuild@sbcglobal.net; www.naturalbuildfitness.com

Competition in the NANBF is limited to bodybuilders who have not used any form of
strength or growth enhancing drugs, hormones, or other substances including pharmaceutical substances intended by the athlete for strength or growth enhancement
not medically prescribed. All athletes must be free from the use of these substances
for a period of eighty four months preceding the date of the contest.

Oct 1, 2022 - Omaha Naturals, ; Omaha, NE, Jennifer & Rene Martinez ,
jmarti76@yahoo.com ;
Oct 8, 2022* - NANBF Super Pro Qualifier & IPE Memphis Masters Worlds —
Memphis, TN , Keith & Becky Hunter , hunterbodies@yahoo.com;

This eligibility requirement is upheld through urinalysis and polygraph. All
NANBF sanctioned promoters must include polygraph testing for every competitor.
All first place and second place winners will also go through urinalysis as well as anyone else that the promoter feels should be tested regardless of how they place.

Oct 29, 2022* - NANBF Amateur Natural Nationals /IPE World Championships —
Kansas City, MO, & Becky Arnold, natrlbuild@sbcglobal.net;

The NANBF considers the following to be banned substances: Anabolic steroids including testosterone, growth hormones, DHEA, androstenedione, norandrostenedione, and all other hormone precursors. Psychomotor stimulants including cocaine and amphetamines, prescription or over the counter diuretics, depressant
drugs, ephedra, and medication or narcotics used for the purpose of passing the polygraph. www.nanbf.net
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In•vic•tus (adj.), Latin: “unconquered, unsubdued, invincible”
Invictus Powerlifting is here for the lifter, whether that be powerlifting, strongman, bodybuilding, other strength sports or just
the average person who enjoys training. Invictus provides high
quality gear, equipment and apparel with a very budget friendly
price. Our goal is to provide to tools you need to reach your
goals. Check us out at www.InvictusPowerlifting.net as well as
on Instagram and Facebook.
Eric Santos is our feature chiropractor of the NWANC. They offer acupuncture, chiropractic, diet strategies, traction, stim therapy, massage.,
InBody scans, and now Cryotherapy.

MISSION STATEMENT FROM THE PRESIDENT—Ryan Irwin
Dear competitors and supporters of natural bodybuilding, Thank you for
supporting this sport and the individuals who have worked countless hours, days,
weeks and months to get to the stage.

Please visit their booth for more options and details or click on this link
for more information www.santoschiropractic.com

Competing in a natural competition should be a proud achievement, not
just for the level of physique development, but to do it in a drug-free
and natural way. Additionally, thank
you to Joe Wilson and his team for
putting on this fantastic event and
providing a drug tested and fun platform for these competitors to compete in.

Having
some of the
best quality
and newest
supplements
on the market,
check out what
Ironmade Nutrition is about and join the movement of being
‘IronMade’. Visit their main page here.

The NANBF is committed to
excellence in supporting the natural
athlete and continue to grow the
sport in a positive manner that they
deserve.

Are you IRONMADE ? We are looking to grow our
family and community with like minded people that share our
passion for fitness also believe in our Brand, and products.
These people will be the faces of Ironmade Nutrition. Do you
feel like you have what it takes to be a representative of the
company? Click here to apply

Congratulations to all involved and thank you for supporting
the natural bodybuilding!
-Ryan Irwin
NANBF President
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We are a full
service, drive-thru
coffee trailer, permanently located in the
parking lot of the retail
store 72West on Hwy
72 as you are headed
towards Gravette. We
also have a beautifully
landscaped patio area, if
you have time to sit and
relax while enjoying
your favorite coffee.

The J Street Gym is our gold gym sponsor for the
NWANC. Please visit their website for membership prices, amenities, services, and hours of operation.
https://jstreetgym.com/
Or even better, visit their booth for immediate questions to
be answered. The most hardcore gym in Benton County.

We serve locally roasted coffee, that is
roasted fresh every
week and served at its
peak of freshness. We
also sell our beans, so
you can enjoy our
coffee or espresso at home! We pride ourselves in providing outstanding customer
service, because we believe that our customers come first and we want you to love
what you get.

Unsure if you are covered for the
unexpected and do not want your
rates to increase!?

We serve the following fresh baked pastries: Blueberry muffins, Chocolate,
Chocolate Chip muffins, Cappuccino Chocolate Chunk muffins, Blueberry scones, Apple Cinnamon scones, and White Chocolate Raspberry scones; we also serve regular
and jalapeño Kolaches.
In addition to our amazing lattes, drip coffee and traditional coffee drinks,
like the Americano, cappuccino, doppio and flat white, we serve Italian Sodas & Cremosas; 100% crushed fruit smoothies as well as fruit purée smoothies; Oreo and
Nutter Butter Frappés; teapigs brand teas; Wicked Energy drinks as well as cans of Red
Bull, Monster Ultra, Coke, Diet Coke and LaCroix sparkling water…we literally have
something for everyone!

premium

With 40+ companies we can shop
to find YOU the BEST coverages
with the LOWEST premium rates!
We are here to make sure YOU
are fully Covered for the unexpected while paying the lowest

Specializing in all lines of insurance, from Auto and home, life,
and commercial lines, with over 40 carriers we are always competitive

We are humbled and proud that we were nominated and won “Best of
Northwest Arkansas 2021 - Coffee Shop & Diner”! https://thewickedbean.com/
We are not just great coffee, we are an experience…come see what The Wicked Bean
is all about!

Servicing All of Arkansas and surrounding states

The Wicked Bean, 11207 Hwy 72 W, Centerton, AR 72719

Give our team a call, text, or email today. Heck, visit their booth
to see all the services they offer!

479.224.8366, Monday-Friday: 6a-6p, Saturday: 7a-6p

479-250-1550 Quotes@lpinsurance.biz
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